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Introduction

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most common 
histological type of lung cancer, accounting for 85% of all 
lung cancers.1 Anaplastic lymphoma kinase positive (ALK+) 
NSCLC accounts for about 3%–7% of the incidence of 
NSCLC.2 Crizotinib is a first-generation ALK inhibitor, 
whereas alectinib belongs to the second generation. The 
PROFILE 10143 trial confirmed that crizotinib was signifi-
cantly superior to standard platinum-containing chemother-
apy as a first-line treatment for patients with advanced 
ALK + NSCLC. Subsequently, the global multicenter, rand-
omized, head-to-head clinical phase III ALEX study4 showed 
that the median progression-free survival (PFS) of alectinib 
in ALK + NSCLC patients reached 34.8 months, which was 
2 years longer than the 10.9 months PFS with crizotinib. 
Furthermore, alectinib more effectively delayed the occur-
rence and progression of brain metastasis. This study also 
confirmed the superior safety of alectinib over crizotinib. 
Alectinib is commonly associated with grade 1–2 adverse 
events, with a lower incidence of grade 3–4 adverse events 
than crizotinib (26% vs 52%). Alectinib also showed a better 

response than crizotinib after drug resistance.5 Therefore, the 
US National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 
Guidelines (2021 edition) recommend alectinib as the pre-
ferred first-line treatment for ALK + NSCLC.6

Hereby, we report a case of advanced NSCLC patient 
with ALK(+) who was successfully treated with crizotinib 
after alotinib-induced interstitial lung disease.

Case report

A 65-year-old man with a long history of smoking had a semi-
lunar tubercle around the right lower lung on physical 
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examination. Surgical intervention was performed considering 
the possibility of lung malignancy after thorough evaluation. 
Biopsy specimens were analyzed using the Ventana immuno-
histochemical method and were found to be positive for ALK. 
The final diagnosis of ALK + NSCLC was reported as:  
“right lower lobe onset peripheral adenocarcinoma, dirty wall 
of pleural biopsy + right pulmonary pleura biopsy, 
sp = T1cN2M1a (pleura), IVa period, ALK (IHC +), sp = 1.” 
After being discharged, the patient was placed on oral alectinib 
therapy (150 mg twice a day) for postoperative treatment of 
AK + NSCLC of the right lower lobe. A chest computer 
tomography scan (CT) was performed (Figure 1(a)) after 
27 days, as the patient complained of gradually worsening 
breathing difficulties. The patient was again hospitalized for 
treatment, and pulse oximetry indicated a decrease in the oxy-
gen saturation of breath from 93% to 88% compared to room 
air. This easily fell below 85% on coughing. The arterial blood 
gas analysis showed that oxygen partial pressure was lower 
than normal (60 mmHg). Chest CT examination showed dif-
fuse ground-glass opacity in both lungs (Figure 1(b) and (c)). 
Echocardiography, sputum tests, and other laboratory tests 
ruled out heart failure and infection. The diagnosis of grade 3 
ILD induced by alectinib was confirmed by imaging and clini-
cal findings. Alectinib treatment was immediately stopped and 
methylprednisolone (80 mg/day) was injected intravenously 
for 3 days. This was reduced to 40 mg/day for the next 7 days, 
after which the patient’s symptoms gradually disappeared and 
the CT images gradually returned to their postoperative 

appearance (Figure 1(d)). As a result, oral prednisolone was 
administered at 20 mg/day. This treatment was gradually 
reduced and discontinued after 2 weeks. The patient strongly 
resisted further chemotherapy, immunotherapy, or other intra-
venous therapy due to concerns over their side effects.

One month later he developed a cough accompanied by 
right chest discomfort and CT revealed an enlarged right 
lower lung lesion (Figure 1(e)). Considering the lack of 
alternative therapies, the patient, although fully aware of the 
associated risk of ILD, agreed to try oral crizotinib. 
Subsequently, crizotinib was administered at 250 mg/day 
for 2 weeks. The dosage was then increased to 500 mg/day 
for 4 weeks, at which point a chest CT was performed indi-
cating a reduction in the lung tumor with no recurrence of 
ILD (Figure 1(f)). At the most recent follow-up (6 months 
later), CT showed no further improvement (Figure 1(g)) and 
the patient experienced no change in exercise tolerance.

Discussion

In recent years, the prognosis for patients with ALK + NSCLC 
has significantly improved, and the median survival of 
advanced patients has exceeded 5 years.7 To date, several 
anaplastic lymphoma kinase tyrosine kinase inhibitors (ALK-
TKIs) have been developed and approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA), including first-generation ALK-
TKIs (crizotinib), second-generation ALK-TKIs (ceritinib, 
alectinib, and brigatinib), and third-generation ALK-TKIs 

Figure 1. Chest computed tomography before and after treatment with anaplastic lymphoma kinase tyrosine kinase inhibitors (ALK-
TKIs). (a) Changes after right lower lung adenocarcinoma surgery (arrow). (b) and (c) CT scan after 27 days of alectinib treatment 
showed bilateral interstitial changes, presenting as diffuse ground-glass shadows. (d) After corticosteroid treatment, the ground-glass 
shadows in both lungs disappeared. (e) One month after the withdrawal of targeted drug therapy, the tumor recurred in the right lower 
lung, presenting an enlarged tumor. (f) The tumor shrank after 6 weeks of crizotinib treatment. G: Crizotinib was administered for 6 
months, followed up and found to be stable in the right lower lung with no ILD recurrence.
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(lorlatinib). In previous clinical practice, these targeted drugs 
were mainly used in intergenerational order according to drug 
resistance. However, current evidence suggests that first-line 
treatment of ALK + NSCLC with alectinib offers a better sur-
vival benefit.

ALK-TKI-induced ILD has a low overall probability of 
severe adverse reactions, and, in nearly half of the cases, 
these occurred within 1 month of administration. In a phase 
1–2 clinical trial, alectinib-induced ILD was found in 1 of 
70 patients.8 In fact, only three of the 149 patients experi-
enced grade 3 or grade 4 crizotinib-induced ILD,9,10 and 2 of 
the 173 patients died of crizotinib-induced ILD in a phase 3 
trial.11

In the present case, the patient developed ILD after tak-
ing alectinib orally for 27 days. Fortunately, this form of 
ILD was corticosteroid-sensitive and responded to treat-
ment. However, the lung tumor progressed after the with-
drawal of targeted drug therapy. In addition to palliative 
care, the treatment regimen for the occurrence of a drug-
induced ILD emergency involves reactivation or initiation 
of an alternative medication. In general, the use of a sec-
ondary pathogenesis-causing drug would lead to a recur-
rent ILD and should be avoided.12 However, this patient 
resisted intravenous therapy such as chemotherapy and 
immunotherapy, but was willing to try other types of oral 
ALK-TKIs. In addition, epidermal growth factor receptor 
TKI (EGFR-TKI) studies have shown successful treatment 
of ILD with erlotinib, induced by gefitinib.13,14 Another 
report showed that the same TKI could be safely adminis-
tered to ALK-TKI-induced ILD patients.15 Crizotinib has 
also been used to successfully treat ILD caused by alectinib 
in the absence of prednisolone.16 Considering these reports 
and the fact that crizotinib and alectinib are the only two 
ALK-TKIs available in China, and after fully notifying the 
patient and his family of the risks, and obtaining their con-
sent, we cautiously administered a small dose of crizotinib 
(without prednisolone) as the initial treatment, before grad-
ually increasing it to the therapeutic dose. Fortunately, we 
found that the tumor gradually shrank as treatment pro-
gressed, and there was no evidence of ILD in the long-term 
follow-up.

Alectinib is a novel oral ALK-TKI with high selectivity. 
Crizotinib was the first oral small-molecule multi-target 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor acting on ALK, tyrosine protein and 
receptor tyrosine kinases (eg c-met and ros-1).17 We specu-
late that these differences in drug selectivity may contribute 
to the successful treatment of this patient with crizotinib. In 
addition, individual differences may also play a role, since 
drugs in the same class may not necessarily all cause the 
same adverse events.

For ALK-rearranged patients who progress on Crizotinib, 
the current guidelines recommend treatment with next-gen-
eration ALK TKIs, including Alectinib, Ceritinib, Brigatinib 
or Lorlatinib.18 Brigatinib is a second-generation ALK 
inhibitor which is active against various mutations that 

might occur in the ALK kinase domain, and it has been 
developed to overcome the majority of the resistance mech-
anisms that arise as a result of treatment with first-genera-
tion ALK inhibitors. The trial19 studying Brigatinib showed 
it could also induce severe lung toxicity, typically within 24 
to 48 hours from the beginning of treatment, and it could 
develop as dyspnea with ground-glass or interstitial opacity 
on CT scan. This effect was observed in 3% to 6% of 
patients, and seems to be more frequent in those patients 
pre-treated with Crizotinib, and it is dose-related. Although 
the patient is still being followed up and is in stable condi-
tion, given the clinical studies in the literature above, we 
believe that we need to be more careful when trying to use 
the new generation ALK-TKIs if the patient progresses.

Conclusion

In summary, although alectinib is a well-tolerated and highly 
effective inhibitor of ALK, special attention should be paid 
to the possibility of potentially severe and fatal adverse 
events such as interstitial pneumonia. This case suggests that 
crizotinib may be an important therapeutic option for non-
fatal alectinib-induced ALK rearrangement of ILD in 
NSCLC patients. Cumulative case reports are needed to con-
firm our results. It is expected that under the guidance of the 
principles of precise targeted therapy, ALK + patients with 
advanced NSCLC may receive more efficient and safer treat-
ments, improving their quality of life, and extending their 
survival times.
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